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Evolving since its earliest days in the field of medical treatments, the randomized 
controlled trial has been the scientific gold standard for determining cause and effect since 
the 1940s. In our modern era of digital business, these very same experimentation 
techniques help us learn how to make more effective changes to digital experiences.

Because more than ever, businesses today must become learning organizations. Learning 
about our world, our markets, our customers, and how our products and services can best 
serve them requires a culture of continuous experimentation.

INTRODUCTION

Building an experimentation culture at scale is no small undertaking. One of its essential 
values is sharing your discoveries. In that spirit, we at Farfetch are excited to share our 
learning journey thus far on the cultural, technical, and statistical implications behind our 
evolution as a learning organization.

We hope you will benefit from our insights and can apply them to your own organizations.

“The combination of an exponential increase in data, better tools to mine insights from that 
data, and a fast-changing business environment means that companies will increasingly 

need to, and be able to, compete on the rate of learning.”

BCG Henderson Institute, Winning in the ‘20s

https://www.bcg.com/publications/2018/winning-the-20s-leadership-agenda-for-next-decade.aspx
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The Farfetch platform supports a rich ecosystem of international customers, brands, 
boutiques, curators, influencers, private stylists, partners, and even fashion-tech 
entrepreneurs. Our collective practise of experimentation has become essential to navigate 
this complexity and deliver experiences that make everyone happy.

To help address the growing complexity and uncertainty in our world today, we are sharing 
this ebook covering our experimentation learning journey at Farfetch. We will share details 
about our experimentation culture, our tools and reporting, our analytical approach, how we 
control and monitor experiments, and, of course, some of our learnings.

We begin with our experimentation culture. Experimentation at Farfetch is led by a small 
core team, a kind of global Centre of Excellence, representing Product, Engineering, and 
Data Science. Our mission is to provide the right tools and elevate standard practices to 
support experimentation across the company, growing our experimentation culture. We 
enable our distributed network of teams to ask questions of their users, services, and 
markets and gain insights and learnings - ideally backed by data.

The most important unblocker for an experimentation culture is to embed good practices in 
tools, documents and regular meetings known as rituals. Here is a presentation of how we 
support the experimentation practice in detail. Let’s say that you are María, an intrepid product manager, hoping to make the Farfetch 

mobile app more usable by streamlining some steps in the purchase journey.

Or Wang, a growth specialist, disappointed that when a customer tries to buy an item that 
ran out-of-stock, we don’t notify them when the item is back.

Or João, a marketing manager, eager to improve the emails we send to customers when 
a new sale starts. Rather than show customers any and all discounted items, he’d like to 
show something closer to what the customer might like. What happens next?

RITUALS AND ARTEFACTS

EXPERIMENTATION RITUALS AND ARTEFACTS

https://www.productschool.com/blog/product-management-2/rituals-new-product-development/
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The first major phase is to prepare the hypothesis: i.e., what is the intuition, the 
user-experience research, the testimonial or pain point, and/or the strategic direction that 
inspires a proposed experiment? What assumption drives that change? Writing this down 
informs the experiment design and provides a basis for analysing later test results.

For María, Wang, and João, that’s often pretty easy: we have extensive research, structured 
feedback, and a well-organised pain-point library.
 
They come prepared:

Hypothesis preparation

Here is a map of the most common journeys through these practices and rituals so you can 
follow along:

Our Practice team likes to talk about rituals and artefacts when describing product 
development. These regular meetings and standardised documents encourage best 
practices and help coordination during complex projects. They also help foster 
communities of practice within Farfetch, where different teams can assist each other while 
developing their own mastery on their respective learning journeys.
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María has external testimonies from Google and others indicating that simpler 
interfaces work better on mobile apps and increase conversion substantially. These 
studies come backed by numbers that are circulated widely. For changes that look 
similar to what María had in mind, a 1% increase in conversion seems like a 
conservative projection.

Wang has anecdotal evidence - a painfully personal one. After an analyst has defined the 
problem, he can point to a detailed analytic report on our Looker platform that compares 
conversions on our Product Detail Pages (PDPs) with no stock. There’s a breakdown per 
device used, item types, and customer spend. The data suggests iPhone users looking for 
accessories are more likely to suffer from items being out-of-stock and that it happens 
more often during sales.

https://www.farfetchtechblog.com/en/blog/post/sharing-work-at-farfetch/
https://looker.com/
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That report does miss some related behaviour. For example, people who typically buy size M 
may have once chosen a size S because M ran out of stock, and they later returned the item 
because size S was indeed too small. Nuances like this might be better suited for a future 
phase of our experimental questioning; once we have more details on how the user reacts to 
the new feature, we might propose new out-of-stock behaviour.

María has invested a lot of discussion in making a pixel-perfect description of her simplified 
flow, with screen mock-ups and a new interaction graph. Meanwhile, Wang kind of winged 
the design: he assumed that asking users to be notified was straightforward in an iOS app.

Thankfully for the engineers in Wang’s team who need to implement his experiment design, 
the experiment description isn’t an empty document. Instead, it reflects details from his 
participation within a first voluntary ritual: the Peer Review.

A voluntary committee of product managers, designers, and analysts make themselves 
available for one hour, every other week. At each session, we typically review two or three 
proposed tests before they are released.

Product managers aren’t required to attend, but ones that are new to experimentation - or 
those who face new challenges - are particularly encouraged to share their experiment 
design ideas for constructive feedback. Other attendees stand to learn more about 
upcoming experiments and their insights, if not also to give back from their own experience 
and past learnings.

This is the opportunity to make sure that the motivation, change, and goal of the test all 
align. We also check that there are no edge-cases that went ignored. This is less hurried 
than other rituals (see below) and gives more time to investigate and discuss options.

María’s experiment glides through the review: she’s involved everyone beforehand. 
However, Wang’s limited description triggered a lot more questions. He, and everyone in the 
room, learned a lot about email permission and notification types on iOS.

João chose to skip it because, even if every release is A/B tested, why discuss a software 
refactoring? One point remains undefined though: what’s the objective of that refactoring? 
How could we measure it?

Peer Review

Everyone likes João’s idea. It is difficult to find a good estimation, but we know how many 
male and female customers clicked on the high-heeled pumps featured in the email sent 
during the last sale. Comparing the two audience segments gives us a rough estimate, 
but the numbers are close. This is enough information to presume that personalisation by 
gender, the most promising option, would probably have small potential impact. Because 
testing João’s idea involves a complicated change with the current code structure, it is 
postponed in favour of refactoring the email service codebase.

Another key question to clarify during preparation regards experiment design: what change 
do we wish to implement to explore our hypothesis? Product designers love offering a 
detailed visual take, which typically makes front-end changes very clear. Meanwhile,chang-
es in underlying algorithms, for example, might not have an obvious visual representation. 
What really matters for the design are scope, edge-cases, and what to do if the change is 
reverted.

These details are stored into an artefact: the Test Description. It’s an internal document 
with a strict structure, designed around specific questions. Any reference to a test includes 
a link to that document. 
 
We record our Test Descriptions, along with their learnings, in a centralized repository host-
ed as an Atlassian Confluence space. We internally call them “LEAR”s, which refers to their 
Confluence space key.

https://confluence.atlassian.com/doc/space-keys-829076188.html
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Much debate in a Peer Review can focus on what should be the objective, primary metric of 
the test. We focus on the specific impact of the proposed change and a relevant interaction 
for both Control and Treatment variations that should influence our overarching goal.

The options are often finite and easy to explore. Our analytics team maintains a metric and 
dimension repository (on Looker). We load metrics and dimensions from there. Colleagues 
running tests declare these in a distinct, programmatic form. A data table stores test 
settings as the basis to run test results.

There are good practices in choosing the right primary metric. As a measure of our 
experimentation data integrity, we verify that our metrics are sound through A/A testing - 
where we run past test results through a simulated experiment between the same variant, 
expecting to observe no significant difference. If we find that a metric raises some doubts, 
we exclude it from our test configuration selector.

Having an integrated solution allows us to introduce new metrics seamlessly. It allows us to 
include a new dimension for all tests, even retroactively.  
 
It guarantees that tests with the same objective are - indeed - using the same definition. It 
also allows us to monitor test data; something we will describe in more detail in more detail 
when we discuss Validators in Chapter 6, Controlling and Montoring Experiments

Once a test is deemed statistically significant or not, positive or not, the person leading the 
test decides the next steps: roll-out, iterate on the change or go in the opposite direction. 
We want to make sure that every stakeholder is aware of the larger decisions and the reason 
behind them. This fosters a culture that values collective learning even more than experiment 
“wins”.

To achieve this, every test result is presented to the broader experimentation community 
during monthly Test & Learn sessions. Each experimenter presents a brief, one-slide 
presentation including the  hypothesis, the change made, and its estimated impact with 
next steps. Most importantly, they share their learnings about customer or system behavior. 
These slides include links for more details and comprise a second artefact, something of a 
visual summary of the first.

Team feedback is brief, and discussions typically happen in small groups afterwards. This 
allows most stakeholders to have a general awareness of what is happening. If they find it 
relevant, they can explore the detailed results within two clicks.

Choosing an objective

Result announcement and learnings

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-second-ghost-of-experimentation-the-fallacy-of-session-based-metrics-fb65006d30ff
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These learnings are frequently complemented with visuals displayed in the open office 
presenting key results and new features. This constitutes a third artefact, more visual than 
the previous two.

María could see that the results were quite positive on iOS and wanted to release her 
changes there before the overall results were positive. That’s not how her test was 
originally set up, which led to conversations in preparation of the Test & Learn about 
categorical effect, false positives, and the Bonferroni correction. With a clearly identified 
bug affecting a subset of devices, we agreed on a partial roll-out.

How is that possible? This is the kind of result that makes you question your data, but it can 
happen when you include mixed user sessions across desktop website and mobile devices.

Customers in the Treatment segment had more sessions on mobile, as they were triggered 
to start new sessions through more mobile notifications. Users were also less likely to 
convert per session on mobile than on desktop — this could be due to challenges in the 
mobile checkout flow or even a cultural pattern where users are less comfortable making 
payments on a mobile device. So with moreoverall sessions per user, Wang’s Treatment 
actually increased conversions per user(or over a longer period) while simultaneously 
lowering the conversion rate per session.

Let’s illustrate this with fictional numbers:

If Wang had instead chosen conversion per user as the primary metric (9.87% vs. 7.28% 
in our fictional example above), his test would have also reached significance faster.

We’ll come back to it later.

Our learning from that Test & Learn session was to more proactively detect experiments 
that might be using suboptimal metrics. We could then reach out to these teams before 
their tests spent too much time trying to reach significance. Some teams legitimately 
choose session-based metrics, but not all experiments should optimize for them.

This change also allowed the mobile team to identify payments as their next big 
experimentation priority. Thanks to the data from many sessions with definite purchase 
intent, they have a clearer signal about which step discourages which users.

María’s team efforts paid off: the improvement didn’t have the full impact as expected, 
but its improvement of +0.01% to +0.9% to overall conversion is significant enough to 
roll-out.  

There was one important learning: the change didn’t seem to work nearly as well on 
Android devices. When the team discovered this, they decided to include two more 
detailed breakdowns of Android devices as dimensions: manufacturer and generation of 
device. This deeper dive allowed them to identify a bug with one very common 
smartphone. A version of the experiment with a fix for this is already being tested.

Wang’s experiment hoped to increase conversion. Without sufficient time to discuss the 
metric, he chose conversion per session - instead of conversion per user or over a 
longer period. However, that number went down during the test, not by a lot, but the 
result reached significance after a while. Meanwhile, puzzlingly, when the test results 
were broken down as conversion per session for desktop and for mobile, both slightly 
increased.

http://www.med.mcgill.ca/epidemiology/hanley/bios601/AndersonAHOVW/AndersonAHOVW-ch03.pdf
https://xkcd.com/882
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonferroni_correction
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Finally, because the Test & Learn sessions are shared across the organisation, the team 
monitoring stocks successfully identified a team that they needed to talk to about planning 
demand. Although not all customers with a notification are interested in buying, it can be a 
great predictive signal to help decide how much to re-stock. Using standard Looker 
metrics, our Stock team was able to get that information on their own, without asking for 
permission from Wang’s analyst.

If we identify a potential training opportunity, or if we seek to introduce a new process or 
feature to address this need, two more rituals can help: the recurrent Experimentation 
Clinic and the onboarding Introduction to Experimentation.

The idea to compile an introduction or “Experimentation 101” course from our 
Experimentation Clinics came to us later on, particularly as new experimenters joined the 
team or changed roles. Coworkers just starting their experimentation journeys may or may 
not know about t-tests, power, A/A tests, sensitivity analysis, etc.

To better codify our success at addressing experimentation principles with our Clinics, we 
created an Introduction course as part of our onboarding efforts. It presents basic 
concepts, our rituals and artefacts, internal tools, but also our experimentation strategy.

In terms of its content, most of the comments we received concern specific tests and local 
challenges. However, our initial Introduction presentation is meant to be very generic and 
is therefore relevant for most online or e-commerce services. We are planning on publicly 
releasing versions without confidential internal anecdotes.

TRAINING

Many tests will raise general questions: Should we test big or small changes? Should we, 
and how would we, test multiple ideas at the same time? Why run tests with asymmetric 
(i.e., not 50%/50%) splits? How should we interpret our test result reports?

Experimenting colleagues need the space to discuss these questions independent of a 
specific test — something that neither the Peer Review nor the Test & Learn address. The 
Experimentation Clinic addresses a general question, presents options in a short 
presentation, and, more importantly, allows participants to voice their concerns. More often 
than not, discussing a single topic identifies needs to discuss other topics at future 
sessions.

General questions: The Experimentation Clinic

Onboarding and Introduction to Experimentation

If João had reached out more to the core experimentation team, we could have informed 
him about how to account for an External Benefit. For changes with a benefit that cannot 
be measured by a test, such as reducing technical debt, we can’t prove that the change had 
zero negative impact. But we can prove that its impact is no larger than a set amount. With 
an estimate derived from the time spent by developers on last year’s maintenance tickets, 
we can rapidly confirm that the change was largely worth it.

Both the Peer Review and the Test & Learn rituals allow us in the core experimentation 
team to notice potential problems in our organizational practices: for example, too few 
experiments might be aiming for long-term objectives, or roll-out decisions being made on 
partial results. Each of these can identify good training opportunities to improve our 
collective practices.

João has a problem: the refactoring improved the code dramatically, but there is no 
measurable impact on the metric that he chose: conversion per sent email. And why 
would there be? The emails are the same.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Externality#Positive
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As a core experimentation team that enables the experimentation practices across the 
company, much of our work has indirect and yet critical impact. 
 
Establishing a few key rituals and artefacts has been essential towards raising the 
company’s awareness and standard practices. It also helps establish mutually supportive 
communities of practice so that organizational learning can be more of a shared journey.

These communities of practice often represent different products or services, different 
functional roles (such as marketing or data science), and even different regions from around 
the globe. This diversity enables teams to design better experiments and better interpret 
their results when informed by a variety of perspectives.

Establishing a constructive and supportive culture is also critical for achieving our prima-
ry goal of experimentation: learnings. While everyone loves a great “win”, we often learn 
the most about our customers when they defy our best-laid assumptions. Teams must be 
comfortable to take safe-to-fail risks and share their findings, positive or negative, for our 
learning culture to grow.

LEARNINGS
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In the previous chapter, we shared details about our experimentation culture: our key rit-
uals, artefacts, and practices. In this chapter, we share insights about the tools we use to 
organize and run experiments -- and what goes into releasing them (or not!).

TOOLS FOR OPERATING AN 
EXPERIMENTATION CULTURE

To manage and execute our A/B tests, we use two primary experimentation platforms. The 
three example cases we presented in our previous chapter - María, Wang, and João - used our 
internal toolkit, the Farfetch A/B testing Service, or FABS. Yes, you can tell it is an internally 
built business tool from its decidedly unsexy name! Even if some have pointed out FABS could 
stand for “Fabulous”

However, we also use the third-party Optimizely platform. It is particularly useful for Ana in 
Marketing and Ricardo in Search, as we will illustrate below. Why two platforms? Surely 
problems do not get easier the more you throw additional tools at them. However, each 
platform services distinct use cases. We’ve found ways to both complement and integrate them 
with each other.

TWO EXPERIMENTATION PIPELINES

Different use-cases

1

2

FABS has obvious benefits as an internal solution: it is better integrated and co-located with 
the Farfetch platform architecture. This makes it generally faster to serve requests and simpler 
to cache. Ours is also cheaper to run, although that financial equation gets muddier when you 
factor in our own FABS development and maintenance costs. For these reasons, most of our 
product experiments (those changing interactions with customers) are run with FABS.

That said, Optimizely supports two critical use cases that we have not yet developed internally:

Rapid, nimble content changes: FABS experiments require software engineers to make 
code changes and software deployments, which slows down our experimentation and 
learning cycle. Marketing teams responsible for our tone-of-voice and visual content 
rarely need code changes; often they only require changes that could be made in the 
Javascript, CSS, and HTML of our webpages.

Multi-Arm Bandits (MAB): A/B tests are great to prove out the best of two or more 
options, but they take time to do so. If you want the best among many different options 
and configurations, you can also lose a lot of time stopping, reconfiguring, and 
starting many similar experiments in succession. This is where a multi-arm bandit 
approach comes in handy.

Optimizely Web X enables these teams to independently make the changes in a simple 
Content Management System (CMS). Because these changes are made via Javascript 
injection, they do not require a software release every time.

Our software engineers provide some limited code-checking support for internal teams 
developing experiments on Optimizely Web X. That said, this technology introduces a small 
performance penalty for the additional Javascript payload and it does not support native 
mobile apps. But for Ana, the tradeoffs for productivity and autonomy are more than worth 
it: she doesn’t have access to engineering resources to construct tests around the copy of 
announcements for every Sales and Promotional event.

https://www.optimizely.com/
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For Ricardo’s team, the ability to use MAB is priceless: his team is defining a search 
engine relevance model with half a dozen hyper-parameters. Each of those could have a 
dozen possible values. With a Bandit, exploring these options can take days instead of 
months. The savings in opportunity cost could be worth millions of dollars to the company.  

Because his team’s changes cannot be deployed via Javascript injection, his software 
engineers use Optimizely Full-Stack - a different experimentation coding model on the 
Optimizely platform that behaves much like FABS - to set up and run his series of 
experiments with a single code deploy.

The combination of both features is great for Ana when she’s trying calls-to-action during 
Sales and Promotions. Sales are relatively short events lasting days, not weeks. We want to 
make sure as many customers as possible find great deals, and great content helps a lot. 
Ana’s team is drafting messages about our promotions, and they can suggest a dozen ideas 
and rapidly iterate on the best ones.

Like Ricardo, her test can converge to a handful of options after three days. With new 
insights about the most effective messages, Ana’s writers can imagine a dozen more 
similar calls to action and submit them half-way through the week. Ana can also 
frequently deploy these changes independent of any code freezes that might arise from 
within the engineering team.

There are other considerations. For instance, we initially ran a FABS test on our Optimizely 
Web X integration as an External Benefit test. This enabled us to measure expected 
Javascript payload delays and their potential impact on business metrics. We noticed more 
problematic delays in a few select countries where CDN (Content Delivery Network) 
coverage is poor and excluded them from future experiments with Optimizely services. 
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While we didn’t have an experimentation platform for Javascript-injection-based 
testing, there was some initial concern over supporting two server-side solutions, FABS 
and Optimizely Full-Stack, simultaneously. We built a thin decision service layer that 
selects between the two platforms with a single access method. This call is differentiated 
by only a single parameter, thus minimizing any switching costs for the caller while offering 
the option to take advantage of MAB and other advanced features from Optimizely that are 
not yet supported in FABS.

We also invested in integrating our internal event data messaging queue with Optimizely’s 
API. This enabled our Optimizely Full-Stack experiments to tap into our own event bus for 
tracking data - without having to re-tag all our code with Optimizely tracking events and 
their API calls.

Both new features and new experiments (at least the ones not based on Javascript 
injections) require software development, validation, and a release. The software release 
process might not always go smoothly; no matter how much you test in a local staging 
environment, contact with production can leave surprises. This is where releasing features 
or experiments can really differ from each other.

Using a technique called feature flags can make the software roll-out process less risky. 
Rather than just pushing code as-is, you condition the code to a flag. That flag is controlled 
centrally by a configuration file, a database, or a similar semaphore.

This is not unlike A/B testing where user segmentation tools control who sees what variant. 
In the case of a simple on/off switch, that would equate to an uneven traffic split of 
100% vs 0% between Treatment and Control. By separating the release process from 
feature activation, a rollback can be as simple as toggling a database flag.

However, much more dynamic and complex configurations are possible when feature 
activation is also handled as an experiment. With all the observational business and 
performance metrics available to experiments, this enables changes to be validated at 
progressive scales and/or with specific user segments.

A few development teams at Farfetch already use a form of feature flags in their specific 
codebases. However, we are actively working with our software architecture team, release 
team, and Optimizely to learn how to more globally implement feature flags.

Changing the mindset of development teams to deliver feature-flag-driven experiments 
rather than features is a major cultural change. There is also the question of governance 
when implementing feature flags at scale, as each feature flag represents a decision to 
increase the complexity of your codebase (with an additional if-then conditional) in 
exchange for greater flexibility and utility.

Our core experimentation team advocates the cultural change where experimentation 
becomes the practice that drives all product management. After all, if you believe your 
feature should have a positive impact on your users, ideally shouldn’t you be able to back 
that up with data?

This is even true when making a “P0” (highest priority) bug fix. We have also noticed how 
this cultural practice is followed by some of the most sophisticated companies using 
experimentation today, including Airbnb, Facebook, Booking.com, Amazon, Microsoft, and 
Netflix.

Abstracting the complexity of two platforms from our experimenters RELEASES, FEATURE FLAGS, AND AN EXPERIMENTATION 
MINDSET

https://martinfowler.com/articles/feature-toggles.html
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Experimentation already resides at the core of our product development strategy. It serves 
as the final confirmation and measurement steps for developed features. It also inspires 
new ideas. However, it also serves as a data-informed focal point that can tie together 
multiple aspects of our product development practice.

Researchers organise pain points. Engineers track tickets. Analysts have reports. Product 
managers have initiatives. How do all those fit consistently into a more cohesive view? 
Many product organizations face a challenge of proliferating feature-tracking tools.

As mentioned in our previous chapter, our Test Description artefact gathers most of the 
information behind a proposed change. We can associate it with overall experiment data, 
we can reference previous attempts, and we can identify experiment learnings and 
insights.

Our first step towards connecting these disparate sources of related information was 
through cross-linking. Although neither efficient nor flexible, it at least connected the dots. 
But as we mature, we are bringing these sources together through programmatic tooling 
so that we can better organize related information. This shift also enables us to generate 
process reports.

This will enable us to ask and answer questions such as, “How many pain points were 
mentioned as inspiring how many AB tests?” Or, “What kind of analyst reports lead to  
elevant detailed experiment results?” Or even, “How much time do we spend between 
hypothesis definition, solution design, a software release, and the beginning and end of a 
test?”

That higher-level monitoring helps inform where we can progress as a software-driven 
company. Given our aim to enable more teams to produce more concurrent learnings faster, 
our core experimentation team can more clearly identify bottlenecks that could be 
addressed with better training, tooling, and/or practices. Even better, we can also 
benchmark and measure our practice changes to identify real improvements.

Informing our product development practice

Delivering our feature changes as a series of continuously running experiments would also 
help with a common bias that we have observed. Many tests seem to have a strong positive 
impact early on, but that trend inverts after six to eight weeks.

This is not an accident. Fewer software changes are currently deployed during sales as a 
frequent precaution under higher demand and traffic. Hence many changes are postponed 
to the start of the new fashion season.

Thus the first weeks of an experiment often coincide with visits dominated by our many 
committed fans of fashion. If an experiment does not reach statistical significance before 
the sales start, a different mix of visitors comes to the site. Ideas that made sense for 
committed customers, such as using your favourite designers to filter search results, might 
not work on visitors who might be more interested in finding a deal.

This pattern has appeared frequently enough that we have developed an option in our 
reporting standard to better flag it. In our experimentation result reports, we normally use 
the colour green to indicate positive changes and red to indicate negative ones. We have 
introduced the colour orange to indicate results that went from significantly negative to 
positive - or vice versa - and thus need attention.

We have also addressed these situations by reporting experiment results per engagement 
level of our visitors. Be that as it may, we still would benefit from a more continuous stream 
of experiments. Using feature flags as a means of encouraging more continuous delivery 
should also help our results to be more representative.

We will share more about our detailed reports, and our analytical approach, in Chapter 3, 
Detailed Reports for Better Learning.

How our reports help flag changing results: novelty effect or just a sale season?
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The main benefit of having a full-fledged third-party solution like Optimizely is to offer 
features internally without having to build them. As experimenting teams use these 
features, our core experimentation team learns where new feature demand and value might 
be. This informs our core team’s roadmap: whether the feature isn’t a priority, whether to 
continue with the third-party implementation, whether there’s a need to more tightly 
integrate the third-party feature, or whether we should invest in customizing our own 
version on FABS.

The ability to shift feature requests to a third-party solution also allows our core team’s 
limited engineering resources to deliver on other high priority initiatives. We can also spend 
more time on good practices, refactoring, and scalability. This is essential, as our FABS 
service is one of the most reliable internally. This despite having to scale to millions of 
transactions per hour while adding minimal performance delays to user experience.

That said, one benefit to having an internal tool is that we can tailor the reporting to our 
specific needs. If we change how we think about the value of adding an item to a wishlist or 
listing a favourite designer, we can do that easily. For example, we were able to implement 
a specific type of test for a skewed metric, something that an external provider (and their 
customers) might not care about as much.

Buy vs. build: informing our internal tools roadmap

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skewness
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As an internal product team offering experimentation tools throughout the company, we 
recommend keeping your feature roadmap somewhat agnostic when enabling your internal 
customers of experimentation. Requirements can change depending on the challenges your 
internal customers prioritize at a given moment and their changing level of experimentation 
maturity. For instance, last year we were very eager to implement interleaved test 
tournaments, but priority changes have since placed it further back on the backlog.

Consider using a third-party experimentation solution, even if it is just to complement your 
internal offer. While the principle of a basic “coin toss” and traffic split seems elementary, 
there are many features that we could not get to during our first two years. An external 
solution allowed us to focus on a robust internal system highly tailored to our needs. 
Meanwhile, our internal customers could access new features and we could test their 
appetite for them before building it ourselves.

Integrate the rest of your internal tools, to the extent possible, so that they support each 
other and help create a singular internal customer experience for experimentation. Try to 
avoid duplication of effort.

Product organisations with external-facing products know you must be humble in 
predicting your users’ needs. This is even more true when building internal tools. Prefer 
nimble approaches such as building a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) first, or by pursuing 
the Riskiest Assumption Test (RAT). Try, do, and learn over planning for outsized solutions.

LEARNINGS

https://netflixtechblog.com/interleaving-in-online-experiments-at-netflix-a04ee392ec55
https://netflixtechblog.com/interleaving-in-online-experiments-at-netflix-a04ee392ec55
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In our previous chapters, we shared details about our experimentation culture, practices, 
and tools. In this chapter, we share our approach to reporting our various metrics and how 
we act upon these reports.

DETAILED REPORTS FOR
BETTER LEARNING

Our results dashboard splits experiment results by relevant dimensions: regions, devices, 
customer engagement level, and visit attribution, to name a few. This enables us to better 
understand why a very promising idea — say, storing customers’ payment details — didn’t 
deliver as expected.

Reasons become more obvious: it didn’t work for non-logged-in visitors, nor did it work in 
countries with other payment solutions. Possible iterations also become more obvious: 
better explain the value of creating a Farfetch account and try supporting more payment 
options.

The best way to improve your experiments is to introduce relevant dimensions. We can 
then be surprised by how reactions to new features are different, say between customers 
who love classics like Chanel and Givenchy, compared to customers who go for the edgier 
streetwear styles of Off-White and Palm Angels.

That said, any statistician will tell you that detailed results reported among multiple 
dimensions are the fastest way to inflate false positives. When you have more opportunities 
to cherry-pick the results you wish to see, you invite a greater amount of statistical error to 
lead you astray.

This is why we apply a Bonferroni correction to those reports. We also urge that those 
learnings are turned into more promising future tests, not partial roll-outs that 
opportunistically target unexpected user segments while ignoring others.

Our experimentation reports at Farfetch show much more than individual metrics. We 
provide detailed results that allow us to understand each experiment better and suggest 
future iterations.

DETAILED RESULTS

Reporting with Richer Context

https://xkcd.com/882/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonferroni_correction
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Our tests focus on specific objective metrics, allowing them to reach statistical significance 
faster. But other unforeseen dependencies and systemic effects could arise from our tests. 
For instance, if our test to improve email-based recommendations shows a direct sales 
increase, does this increase come at the expense of sales on our main app - effectively 
cannibalising our other sources of conversions?

Our reporting also includes relevant complementary metrics - most notably more critical 
metrics that arise further down the conversion funnel. Because the events associated with 
these metrics are fewer and less frequent than those upstream, these metrics tend to be 
noisier and take more time to reach significance. Yet if the test impact on these metrics is 
significantly negative or if complementary metrics are significantly affected more, we 
typically re-consider rolling out changes.

We don’t use these detailed reports to seek out justification - i.e., a kind of rubber-stamping 
process to automate decision-making. We prefer the approach of being data-informed rather 
than data-driven. Humans need to be in the loop. Curiosity, inquiry, and insight development 
play a critical role underlying our collective goal of organizational learning. It’s not merely a 
game of chasing metrics around and nudging them wherever we can.

If you rapidly produce a number of features, Experimentation can be seen as a final 
rubber-stamp. But this would ignore all the rich information that we can gather by looking 
at the detailed results.

We empower our stakeholders to choose frequently significant dimensions for their 
experiments. We also take the more proactive step of identifying any dimension that could 
split their experiment results significantly.

You might struggle to understand why your test isn‘t working. But if your reports indicate 
that it’s performing well on all browsers except Safari, you can better infer a suggested 
course of inquiry or action -- for example, checking for front-end glitches such as 
browser-sensitive Javascript. Or say your test’s performance splits significantly along 
language lines: your translations might be problematic.

Having a subset of dimensions that we know are significant, comparing these results, and 
highlighting new relevant dimensions helps experimenters reach beyond a disappointing 
cemetery of failed ideas. It leads them to diagnostics for how they can construct better 
tests, enabling them to develop greater insights about their users and ultimately better 
features.

Complimenting data with funnel metrics

LEARNING WITH SEGMENTATION DATA

We’ve already mentioned the first obvious take: cherry-picking partial results, say, in one 
country, for one device type, for customers of a certain level of engagement. There are 
significant, well-documented issues with doing that too systematically without reframing 
the probabilistic risks of doing so.

However, if we expect, say, that customers who tend to search by fashion brand or 
designer more often will prefer a change that highlights designers in the search results, 
we can apply the appropriate correction and encourage partial releases for that audience 
segmentation.

Partial releases

Suggest dimensions from experiments

http://xkcd.com/882
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonferroni_correction
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Uplift modelling

Our experimentation process is fairly similar to published methods with one important 
tweak specific to our business: we handle certain objective metrics slightly differently.

HANDLING SKEWED METRICS

Most metrics fall within expected values. For example, orders on most ecommerce 
websites typically contain one, maybe two, sometimes a few items — but rarely much 
more. However, some metrics don’t have an expected order of magnitude. For example, a 
typical order is in the hundreds of dollars, but we’ve also had to handle orders worth 
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Those rare events constitute the (right, long) tail of the distribution of order value. Even if 
those purchases are one-in-a-thousand, they can meaningfully impact averages.

Metrics with relatively common extreme values are known as skewed: not everything can 
be modelled by a neat, tidy, and symmetrical bell curve. Statistical tests often assume 
some regularity or boundedness of the data, and they are often clumsy when handling 
skewed metrics.

This matters to us because we often test changes to improve outfit recommendations: e.g., 
which accessory to pair with the garment in the user’s shopping bag. If we merely try to 
increase the likelihood of picking a second item, we will favour cheap accessories that are 
easier to add.

Choosing the right metric is critical. If we want to focus on relevant improvement, we need 
to make sure that those tests increase our representative order value.

Order value

A particularly useful way of leveraging A/B test data is when a proposed change carries 
an explicit cost that we wish to minimise. Sending emails or offering a discount are two 
common merchandising tactics for boosting conversions, and both can incur negative user 
effects - namely fatiguing users to opt-out of messaging or deeply cutting into potential 
profit margins.

For very active users, encouraging them to revisit with either a message or a rebate won’t 
have a significant impact: they are already active. On the other end of the spectrum, 
completely disengaged users have little loyalty and require outsized incentives to engage 
at even minimal levels. The behaviours of both user groups generally respond little to these 
interventions.

But what about partially disengaged users in the Goldilocks zone between both groups? 
Surely, reaching out to them or offering a promotion should positively influence some of 
them.

This is where modelling customer interest gets interesting. With a database that contains 
a representative population of users who saw both the Treatment and the Control, we can 
easily model how likely prospects are to engage with an intervention. But perhaps more 
importantly, we can also model how our treatment can influence their behaviour. By  
focusing on the segment that is most likely to be influenced, we can maximise the effect of 
a targeting campaign.

For anyone familiar with logistic regression, this should feel familiar. With detailed 
customer information, rather than measuring how much a change influences them, we can 
provide a model that prioritises whom we should target. This approach is standard practice 
in email-marketing and smarter online ad platforms.

Low engagement High engagementHigh uplift
target

with treatment
without treatment
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Because we carry many exclusive items - one of our key user value propositions - our order 
value distribution is highly skewed. Some of our “Private Clients” regularly break 
e-commerce records, highly skewing our average order value. There have been instances 
where the difference between Control and Treatment was due to a single sale, and it could 
not be deemed representative.

To avoid this situation, we measure how skewed each objective metric is by computing its 
kurtosis. If it is high, we flag it as such. When an experiment uses it as an objective, we 
apply the Mann–Whitney U test instead of our standard test. If it is significant, we infer a 
more reasonable, synthetic increase in average order value uplift.

Our approach

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurtosis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mann%E2%80%93Whitney_U_test
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Experimentation is too often seen as a semaphore. Or worse: a rubber-stamping 
process. Or even worse: as a frustrating lottery for features. Flashback to one of the most 
eye-roll-inducing product management practices (tragedies) from the early Web of the 
1990s: “throwing spaghetti at the wall to see what sticks.”

One common sign that your experimentation program is not adding value is when teams 
prefer rolling out without going through an A/B test and complain that they are “not allowed 
to” by organizational protocol. The experimentation practice becomes the target of 
finger-pointing: a tedious process forced upon busy teams, framed as a disabler of 
progress.

A bureaucratic stamp of approval hardly seems productive or useful. Stakeholders need to 
think of Experimentation as a source of insights, surprises, and ideas for their next steps - 
an essential tool for navigating the vast complexities and uncertainties of their customers, 
products, services, and markets.

Be prepared to challenge suggested A/B testing features if stakeholders present them as 
fait accomplis or projects mandated from on-high. Commonly ask questions such as:

Questions like these force the team to separate the overarching strategy from what still 
needs more information — separating intent from implementation. Similar to best practices 
of requirements analysis, this steers the discussion towards what you are trying to solve 
before you entertain how to solve it.

You want to test controversial decisions and answer questions people have about how to 
do things well. “That feature has to happen no matter what?” That’s OK — most projects are 
born of intuition. However, the experimentation practice can challenge us to test different 
ways of communicating a proposed change, how we present it to customers, and where it 
appears.

Many internal users, particularly those new to the practice, might not know what 
Experimentation can do to inform their project in detail. They might not be aware of a 
relevant dimension, a revealing metric, and/or a comparable test from two years ago that 
could better inform their approach. Being proactive at offering insights, at offering tools 
that go beyond a yes-or-no result, is essential to inform and better empower teams to 
develop the right feature for the right users at the right time and place.

“What do you plan to do with that information?” 
“If that number was below zero, what would you do differently?” 

“How far from zero would that need to be?” 
“What will you do if you don’t have that information?”LEARNINGS
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We have shared details about our experimentation culture, practices, tools, and reports. In 
this chapter, we share the analytical foundations that underpin our approach to experimen-
tation.

OUR ANALYTICAL APPROACH

This is also known as a fixed horizon test. However, it is not the only approach. Both 
Optimizely’s Stats Engine and our own SAM engine support sequential tests. At Farfetch, 
SAM stands for our Sequential A/B testing Methodology.

Our main concern when processing experiment data is to make sure that we decide results 
as fast as possible to avoid opportunity costs.

The common recommendation for an A/B test is to run a t-test:

SEQUENTIAL TESTS

1 Estimate the expected variance of your test;

2 Choose the smallest effect that you would care about and want to be able your test 
to detect, also called the Minimum Detectable Effect (MDE);

3 Apply the law of large numbers to the ratio of 1 divided by 2 above to find the 
population that your test would need to reach that MDE;

4 Finally, wait until you have collected enough traffic to the relevant webpage, screen 
view, or event for your chosen metric.

http://library.usc.edu.ph/ACM/KKD%202017/pdfs/p1517.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1512.04922
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Student%27s_t-test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_large_numbers
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Checking experiment results before all the expected data is collected, and possibly 
deciding whether to declare a winner then, is known as “peeking”. It is a very problematic 
practice because it dramatically inflates the false positive rate of an experiment.

The false-positive rate of a test is often noted as α. It is the likelihood that, given an 
ineffective change, we mistakenly believe the difference is significant - either positively or 
negatively. Most experimentation protocols aim for α=5% or 10%.

If a stringent test uses a much lower false-positive rate, say α=1%, it is much less likely to 
deem an ineffective idea as significant. However, it is also more likely to dismiss small but 
real changes because its bar for success is set that much higher. A more lenient test, say 
α=20%, is more likely to deem any change as significant.

Thus deciding on a value of α is a tradeoff. You must choose which error you are more 
comfortable with: falsely significant or missing small effective changes?

On its own, α doesn’t say if a test protocol can detect good ideas. It focuses on bad, or 
rather ineffective, ideas. Given 10,000 ineffective ideas, an α=5% suggests we might 
approve around 500 of them undeservedly, purely based on random chance. Flipping a coin 
and having it come up “heads” five consecutive times might not mean you have a two-headed 
coin, but at some point, we do have to ask questions.

If you review a running test every day with the temptation to prematurely declare a winner, 
you risk flagging an ineffective change as significant each day. The more you prematurely 
peek, the more you roll the dice hoping to find the results you want. This is why the 
false-positive rate is multiplied when peeking.

However, if we control the false positive rate, we can allow peeking. How is this possible?

To demonstrate this alternative approach, presume that:

To illustrate this statistical model, imagine trying 10,000 ineffective changes - changes 
that, while well-intended, really had no bearing on the outcomes we desired. About 100 
would be falsely identified as significant on the first day, 80 the next, 65 the day after, etc. 
If we somehow had the time to test 10,000 bad ideas over years, despite some workplaces 
feeling like this, we should mistakenly identify about 500 tests as significant.

The actual math that we use is a little different. This is mainly because the results are tied: 
we use data from the previous days to influence each daily test. 
 
However, two key ideas remain true:

Peeking at results for a running test

Shrinking false positive rate, growing sensitivity

We make sure that 1% + 0.8% + 0.64% + … adds up ad infinitum to 5% as our value for 
α. Hence, the overall false-positive rate of the series of tests remains 5%.

we test one day with a 1% false-positive rate;

we test the next day with a 0.8% false-positive rate;

we test the day after that with a 0.64% false-positive rate; etc.

1  The false-positive rate of that test lowers gradually.

2 For a given test length, on any given day, we use more stringent criteria than if we 
performed a single fixed-horizon t-test - i.e., we are less likely to falsely deem ineffective 
ideas as significant on a daily basis. However, we are also less likely to deem effective 
ideas as significant.

Fixed-Horizon Test
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If you hypothetically test an effective change, if you precisely know the non-negligible 
impact of that change, and if you set your MDE just below that impact threshold, a 
fixed-horizon test will detect it faster: the experiment is exactly as stringent as it needs to 
be.

By comparison, a sequential test will detect the impact of that change too, but it might take 
longer. As you continue running that test, the information from that test grows, making the 
signal clearer and you will eventually detect the impact.

The key question is: if you don’t know precisely the impact of a change - something we can 
often only guess at on good days - which test approach is faster? A fixed-horizon test with a 
very low MDE, or a sequential test? Simulations have shown that, given that uncertainty, a 
sequential approach can hasten your tests by weeks.

In practice, impactful changes are identified and accepted quickly and smaller tweaks take 
longer to demonstrate their worth. However, our product designers appreciate that even 
smaller improvements are rolled-out.

Imagine that an improved search engine increases your sales by about $10.4M every year. 
If that improvement is available to all your traffic rather than just half of your visitors, you 
are saving $10.4M / 52 * 50% = $100k per week.
 
That’s far from negligible. On top of that, we will also start collecting data earlier on a larger 
set of users. That will better inform our next iteration for testing.

If we add up the impact of rolling out our A/B tests results earlier over a year, that makes 
sequential tests a very profitable decision.

Estimating an opportunity cost

When newcomers check the estimated impact of changes being rolled out, they often
notice how unbalanced the impact’s confidence interval appears: the lower bound is
positive but negligible, while the upper bound is several orders of magnitude larger. 
Typically an expected revenue uplift could be “between $70k and $54M”. The contrast can 
seem quaint.

With a sequential approach, we estimate the confidence interval of a change every day. The 
test starts with an ambiguous impact: the lower and upper bound are on each side of zero. 
This interval shrinks slowly. The first day that we discover the lower bound to be above 
zero, it will be very small. We can still consider the test significantly positive that day, which 
would mean rolling it out and publishing a very unbalanced expected impact.

At that early stage, we do not have a precise estimation of the impact. This is why the 
confidence interval is still so broad. When the changes have significant external costs, say 
if our experiment involved giving photographers more time for better photo-shoots, we 
would typically run that test longer until the lower bound is above those expected costs. We 
know there is an opportunity cost of exposing half the traffic to a sub-optimal experience 
for a longer period of time, but that allows us to increase the experiment’s precision.

When a product manager has decided to roll-out a feature, the anticipated impact of the 
change will be positive but it may still be quite ambiguous. This is why we then re-run a 
fixed-horizon t-test on the same data. It won’t change our decision, but we get a narrower 
confidence interval.

An arbitrage between decision and precision
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1512.04922
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At Farfetch we have an internal, dedicated team that handles traffic splits and automates 
result analysis. That team is not responsible for individual tests but rather ensures 
experimenting teams can focus on their codebase and understanding their product 
changes. Meanwhile, this focus enables our core experimentation team to investigate and 
deliver on analytic approaches that can be leveraged across the entire organization in a 
standardized way.

Different parts of an organization should not have different definitions for the same 
metrics, nor should they have different analytical methods for gathering and reporting on 
them. This is like trying to find your direction when everybody has a different compass with 
its own definition of “north”. Yet this frequently happens organically in larger organizations 
in the absence of alignment efforts.

For reasons of reaching decisions more quickly, we prefer a sequential approach. Hardly 
any initiatives come with an accurate estimation; more so if you haven’t systematically run 
experiments for each change until now. Waiting for a fixed-horizon test represents a lot of 
opportunity costs.

LEARNINGS
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In this chapter, we share how we estimate the business impacts of our experiments across 
multiple metrics.

ESTIMATING BUSINESS IMPACTS
Most of our test objectives are ratios: selecting items, conversion rates, satisfaction, retention. 
How do we convert those numbers into business-relevant metrics, such as revenue and profit?

We can estimate the impact of a change introduced by most of our successful experiments in 
three steps.

First, we re-run the aforementioned fixed-horizon t-test to obtain a narrower confidence inter-
val on our objective metric.

Secondly, we want to infer the impact on our main KPI (typically conversion rate) based on 
that objective metric. Many of our tests seek to improve conversion rates or a close 
equivalent — for example, tests on various payment methods.

Many other tests are trying to encourage visitors to use a feature well upstream from a sale, 
such as adding an item to their wishlist. This doesn’t increase sales; however, we leverage 
pasted interactions to build a linear approximation. We can estimate how much engaging with 
a feature leads to higher conversion, for each context.

Once we have an estimated impact on, say, conversion rate, we multiply it by a constant, the 
overall average order value (AOV) in the scope of the test. We could, but we don’t, leverage 
detailed secondary metrics data from the experiment.

This is how most Farfetch product teams infer the uplift in our most key metric, or rather the 
closest we have to our bottom-line: revenue per visit, or per visitor (RPV).

We also run tests on things like outfit recommendation. When a customer has picked the first 
item, we offer suggestions to complete a matching outfit. Tests like these don’t affect the 
conversion rate; instead, they increase the number of items in one order and the average order 
value.

The arithmetic behind all this is symmetrical: i.e., given a presumed fixed and constant 
conversion rate, we multiply an interval of uplift in order value, and infer an interval of RPV 
uplift.

Finally, our marketing and financial planning teams set target growth, expressed in visits per 
quarter and per year. We multiply that forecast to the uplift in RPV. This gives us an estimated 
business impact as an interval of revenue uplift.

BUSINESS IMPACT ESTIMATE

Conversion and order amount

https://research.fb.com/publications/improving-treatment-effect-estimators-through-experiment-splitting/
https://research.fb.com/publications/improving-treatment-effect-estimators-through-experiment-splitting/
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Imagine instead that we wanted to run a test:

When inferring the impact of satisfaction or retention, we take a conservative audience 
forecast and model the cumulative impact of increasing returns from visitors, broken down 
by engagement level.

To estimate the impact of a higher conversion rate on revenue, you can simply multiply it by 
the expected traffic: the relationship is linear. Estimating the impact of audience retention, 
however, is non-linear due to its compounding effect. This can be a challenge when you 
want to estimate the impact with an interval of uncertainty: we can’t just multiply the lower 
and upper end of our confidence interval.

To achieve this estimation, we use an approach called a Monte Carlo simulation. It’s a fancy 
way of saying: if we have uncertainty on one or more numbers, we randomly pick a value for 
each, do the math (i.e., measure the compounded effect over multiple months, multiply by 
conversion, etc.) and repeat that, say, a thousand times. That gives us a thousand possible 
results.

We then use the distribution of those thousand results to define a new, more realistic 
confidence interval. That allows us to take a confidence interval - i.e., our distribution of 
likely retention - into another confidence interval, a distribution of expected audience uplift, 
or the additional number of people who will remain active over a year.

Our growth isn’t exogenous: some tests are improving activity, engagement or retention. 
Customer satisfaction, in particular, is a key objective for luxury clientele such as ours; the 
impact on retention easily justifies large investments.

If we are measuring retention directly, we want to measure the impact precisely. For that, it 
helps to run the test for a long time. Because like bank interest, retention compounds.

Let’s illustrate with an example. Say we believe we can improve retention by upgrading our 
delivery service. That upgrade will add a fixed cost to run per order. We believe, and we are 
trying to prove, that it increases our retention month-over-month. Let’s assume it does by 
10%, and we run a test of the upgraded delivery service (Treatment) versus Control with a 
50%/50% split.

After one month, if our Control has roughly 10,000 people returning to continue shopping 
on our website, we would instead have 11,000 returning for our improved delivery service 
(Treatment). Among millions of new customers, that’s a small improvement.

However, that same improvement cumulated over:

Retention and compounding effects

That’s a lot easier to notice. However, paying the additional shipping costs for a year, for 
half of the orders, is expensive.

Estimating the uncertainty of compounding effects

then the additional opportunity cost of running the test (extra delivery costs) would be 
1 - 12 * 5% / 50 % = 20% larger. However we would be:

That twelve-month 5%/95% test would be 20% more expensive to run but (21/3=) seven 
times more powerful than the one-month 50%/50% test.

Some changes have a clear short-term benefit (e.g., not paying extra for delivery) and a 
opposite long-term, compounding benefit yet to be proven (retention). To prove that such 
changes are profitable, we need long experiments. But we don’t need to commit half our 
traffic to do that.

For situations like this, we can set up tests with an asymmetric split, often 95%/5%, and 
expect a much longer test duration. That pattern is known as a holdout test.

for a year instead of a month,

trying to measure an effect 21 times larger (due to compounding effects)

on a sample ten times smaller, i.e. on 5% instead of 50%.

with a tenth the audience, i.e. a precision roughly √10 = three times worse.

Three months, adds up to slightly more than a three-fold increase: 
1 - (110%)3 = 33% more people retained after a quarter, or 13,300 vs. 10,000;

Twelve months, adds up to an effect 21 times larger than just one month. 
1 - (110%)12 = 214%., so 31,400 vs. 10,000 retained visitors after a year.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monte_Carlo_method
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These estimated impacts can be easily disputed. For instance, when recommending an 
outfit and raising the order value, how can we presume a fixed conversion rate? Shouldn’t 
we take the measured impact, even if it has not reached statistical significance? Should 
we take the average conversion rate or include the measured uncertainty in our model?

These are fair questions that have helped us test and prove our estimation models and the 
practices that surround them. Previously, these estimations were calculated in a hurry by 
overworked analysts. We have since invested in automating more and more of that work, 
making the art of improving our estimates more manageable. We have been successful in 
encouraging improvements in three ways:

Asking “How would you do it instead?” is a great opener for iterative improvements. We 
even use it as a gateway for analysts to contribute to our codebase. It helps build trust in 
a tool that rates teams’ performance and, because of that, it will be challenged.

There are other ways to refine test results and make more relevant business impact 
estimations: CUPED is the most famous, and Coey & Cunningham at Facebook have tried 
to leverage multiple metrics over many tests.

1 Asking for feedback and being transparent that our process wasn’t perfect;

2

3

Describing the process in clear, graphic terms - rather than pointing at an obscure 
Python method lost in a repository;

Listing assumptions explicitly, such as fixed secondary metrics, and looking for 
circumstances where those were not likely.

Improving our estimates

We run our estimates automatically. We display the interval of estimated impact 
alongside the test result to better inform an effective roll-out decision.

This arithmetic can seem elementary in principle. But if we consider the context of each 
change to our services and our overall shift in product strategy - for example, say, more 
towards mobile and more inclusive of China - the details can seem untrackable. We have 
automated the reporting both before a test initiative is scheduled (estimating possible 
impact and prioritising) and also after with significant results.

As mentioned earlier, the uncertainty on our results can be great by design; we make 
sure this is conveyed throughout our experimentation systems. All of our reports have 
built-in confidence intervals as we are dealing more with probabilities than absolute 
certainties of our anticipated actions.

This automation has relieved our product analysts, improved our estimations and greatly 
facilitated our conversations on priorities.

Improved planning

https://booking.ai/how-booking-com-increases-the-power-of-online-experiments-with-cuped-995d186fff1d
https://research.fb.com/publications/improving-treatment-effect-estimators-through-experiment-splitting/
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Invest in a reporting tool that can connect customer type, scopes, and metrics to their over-
all business impact. It eliminates a repetitive task from your analysts. It helps with resource 
planning and prioritisation. It connects employees’ work to a meaningful impact. It fosters 
their sense of worth. And it encourages empathy for other teams.

Also, most users of reporting data are hard-wired to point to an exact number. And yet the 
act of experimenting and reaching earlier results within a margin of error instead requires 
thinking in terms of probabilities and ranges of uncertainty. Representing that uncertainty 
in your reports with confidence intervals is essential for encouraging a team mindset that 
works with probability distributions instead of the false certainty of precise numbers.

However, even smarter reports and tools are not enough. Don’t fall into the reductionist 
trap of believing that code drives culture. You need to have an active dialogue with your 
experimenting teams about the evolution of their business metrics, estimation 
approaches, and planning needs.LEARNINGS
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In this chapter, we share how we control and monitor experiments.

As with developing software products -- or drawing up military battle plans -- running 
experiments can generate a whole lot of surprises as soon as they make contact with 
reality. The coin-flipping service that splits segments requires the same release process, 
observability over bugs, health monitoring, and operational care as any feature-focused 
software service. The data pipeline that processes results from these experiments also 
requires the same monitoring and data quality controls common to ETL processes.

However, in addition to all that, there are issues specific to an experimentation pipeline and 
its specific monitoring needs. In this chapter, we outline some of the precautions that we 
have implemented, and we strongly recommend you do too.

CONTROLLING AND MONITORING 
EXPERIMENTS

As we mentioned in a previous chapter, A/A tests can involve running past test results 
through a simulated experiment between the same variant, expecting to observe no 
significant difference. They can also be active tests where Control and Treatment are set 
the same and we test our sensitivity to false positives.

We covered this approach in a public talk at PyData London 2019.

A/A-TESTS

Principle

Experiments are configured with a tolerance for uncertainty and randomness noted as α, 
which is typically set at 5% or 10%. This value is often misunderstood. It’s not the 
probability that the statistically significant results coming from your tests are true or false. 
It is the probability that, if you test a non-change, the process will (wrongly) flag it as 
significant. It’s best described as the false-positive rate (FPR).

To illustrate: an α=5% means that if you run 10,000 tests with no real effective impact, 
around 500 of them will be wrongly identified as winners. The ratio of positive tests that 
are meaningful depends on how many changes you try that are genuinely good. If you test 
1,000 ideas, with 50 genuinely impactful ones and 950 that are absolute rubbish, 
approximately 100 will win. About half of these will have won unfairly. And given that your 
experiments will undoubtedly have a false-negative rate greater than zero, where real 
impacts statistically fail to reach the threshold of confirmation, you’re likely to pass more 
bad ideas than good ones.

This is why we insist on basing test ideas on substantial research: more reasonable ideas 
lead to both a higher ratio of ideas that appear to win (which is nice) and more of those 
results are actually good ideas. When your threshold for experimentation ideas is low (i.e., 
“throwing spaghetti at the wall to see what sticks”), you are that much more likely to roll out 
mistakes.

You are probably having déjà-vu: we did cover that question in our Chapter 4 and referenced 
it in the learnings of our Chapter 3. Hopefully, repetition is good pedagogy.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extract,_transform,_load
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KML_EpWLMUM
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The truth is that we care less about false positives than we do about detecting real 
impactful changes. The sequential approach we use (discussed in Chapter 4) promises to 
detect very small effects, given enough time. But is that really the case?

To test this, you can run an A/A-test where you inflate one segment by, say, +1%. Is that 
change then detected? Is it significant? What about a +2% or +5% lift?

By running 10,000 inflated A/A-tests and testing a battery of inflation values, you can 
draw a curve: how likely is it that a change of +1%, +2%, +5% be detected by your ap-
proach? This curve should look something like the following, with “MDE” indicating the 
Minimum Detectable Effect:

With this information, you can then check whether your testing process can reliably detect 
small changes.

There’s a small hack in how you can run A/A-tests to produce a Sensitivity analysis. Rather 
than inflating your raw results by +1% first, then +2%, then +5%, etc. in sequence, you 
can -- given a test threshold -- estimate how much of inflation would trigger a detection. 
The cumulative distribution of those 10,000 sufficient inflations is a great approximation 
for the sensitivity curve.

Sensitivity

Using your value of α, you can check that your testing process makes sense. For that, you 
will need:

Simulations

We have a testing process. To make up thousands of tests that truly do absolutely nothing, 
we can use past activity. For example, we can randomly split last week’s traffic into two 
halves and pretend that we tested nothing on one half and the remaining half is our Control. 
Then we compare both halves with our test process.

If this sounds ridiculous, it’s because it is. But on occasion, when splitting weeks of data 
into two halves, you’ll have a few happier customers, or a higher conversion rate, in one half 
versus the other. With α=5%, that should happen about 5% of the time.

You don’t want to test that on a mere 10 or 100 A/A-tests; if you see just 1 or 10 false pos-
itives, that might be bad luck. If you run thousands of A/A-tests, then the false positive rate 
you are measuring should be more accurate.

We recommend running large batches of A/A-tests through your model to help audit how 
well you are making decisions with it. Is it reasonable to allow partial releases? Is applying a 
Bonferroni correction enough? What if categories are of uneven sizes? Are metrics 
independent? Are your observations not uniformly distributed?

You don’t have to trust algebra or make assumptions about your data. A batch of A/A-tests 
can confirm how high is your false-positive rate.

We run extensive A/A-tests on our metrics, and some conditions have led to unacceptable 
false-positive rates. We have since excluded these conditions from falsely influencing our 
decisions for reasons beautifully explained in this blog post.

a testing procedure; and

thousands of different tests trying to do nothing.

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-second-ghost-of-experimentation-the-fallacy-of-session-based-metrics-fb65006d30ff
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Not all Sample Ratio Mismatch problems have engineering causes. Some can be legitimate 
consequences of the test design. Here are two examples we have experienced in practice: 

Sharing this sensitivity curve with your stakeholders really helps them understand what 
your experimentation process is trying to achieve and why large data sets matter. It clearly 
shows the limits of a given approach.

It also helps encourage stakeholders to try more ambitious, creative changes. These are 
typically more instructive than small, incremental iterations. Spectacular failures may seem 
riskier, but they are far more instructive than tiny wins.

We recommend not just doing the exercise of modelling your sensitivity curve just once as 
an instructional tool. It is a key part of our monitoring stack. Our data processing pipeline 
additionally tests results in daily batches. It runs dozens of A/A-tests and a sensitivity anal-
ysis based on data that is as similar to an actual experiment segmentation split as possible. 
Running 10,000 tests at once is a daunting computation. Spreading that investment over 
days and weeks makes it much more manageable.

Using A/A-tests and Sensitivity analysis as monitoring tools

A/B tests are defined with an expected split between the two segments, or “samples” 
(Control and Treatment), and is typically 50% / 50%. On large samples, we might observe 
slightly more experiment participations in one or the other bucket because of random 
allocation. Sometimes this difference from the expected ratio is suspiciously large.

This problem is common and is called a Sample Ratio Mismatch (or SRM). Approximately 
6% of the digital experiments at Microsoft suffer from it. It can be caused by one or more 
errors among many possible non-trivial engineering and data processing oversights: 
off-by-one hashing, leaky abstraction, information dropped between the main ETL and  
applying experiment splits, split serving delays, architectural miscommunication, etc.

The bad news is that having an SRM often means that all of your other experiment metrics 
are invalid and you will have to try the test all over again. The useful news is that SRM is a 
great guardrail metric -- an indicator telling you that something is wrong with your 
experiment, even if it doesn’t tell you why. Determining the source of your error requires a 
detailed diagnostic exploration and ultimately tells a great engineering investigative story.

We monitor our overall sample ratios but also our sample ratios per various categories. 
It‘s possible that the overall split seems reasonable, but the ratio is really problematic 
within one country — say, because the API calls to FABS (our A/B testing service) are too 
slow due to regional network issues.

VALIDATORS AND SAMPLE RATIO MISMATCH (SRM)

Legitimate sample ratio differences

However, as part of our data post-processing, we deliberately match session activity for 
non-logged-in users if they later log in again and we can make that association. When doing 
this, we disqualify users who have been double-exposed, meaning we exclude any users 
who may have experienced both Control and Treatment in different sessions from our final 
results.

This exclusion is often asymmetrical and triggers SRM detection. The ultimate impact on 
experiment results is the same, however: our Treatment was broken and needs fixing before 
we re-run the experiment.

There can be other issues in the data that are often more obvious:

1

2

Improved retention: If our Treatment improves retention over Control, over time that 
segment will maintain a higher number of established customers. This could lead to a 
measurable SRM. It might also lead to better engagement and conversion overall, but 
this is dependent on the actual impact of the Treatment.

Check-out failing: If a Treatment interferes with the payment options for some users, 
more customers might attempt to log out or use a different device to work around the 
problem. Normally, all of these additional attempts should be randomly assigned and 
thus not have influenced the SRM.

In one case at Farfetch, a minor cosmetic change seemed to have caused a 40% drop in traf-
fic. A terrified Product Manager immediately reached out, worried that a change could have 
cost the company significantly millions of dollars. Fortunately, the only thing broken was the 
format of the messages in the webpage logging queue -- i.e., our event tracking.

In general, the scale of the SRM can be an indicator of the problem: small is worrisome and 
indicates the need for a deeper dive, dramatic is probably just an ETL failure.

missing data is common, often because of misconfigured experiment settings;

perfectly identical data can appear for Control and Treatment for the same reason.

https://exp-platform.com/Documents/2019_KDDFabijanGupchupFuptaOmhoverVermeerDmitriev.pdf
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Given the random nature of splits, some people assume that it’s possible that a split could 
contaminate another experiment. In other words: if multiple experiments are running 
concurrently, how can I be sure that the uplift I am seeing from my Treatment doesn’t 
significantly overlap with the successful treatment of an entirely separate experiment?

Take for instance the 50% / 50% splits for each of two different, overlapping experiments:

In Chapter 4, we mentioned how our experiment results are presented as confidence 
intervals, which are often quite wide by design to minimize opportunity costs. That width of 
uncertainty raises bigger questions when we consider the effect of multiple winning 
experiments. What is our actual combined impact of the 40 tests that we rolled-out recently?

There is a seemingly intuitive solution: run a test comparing all of those changes with 
making no changes at all. One small problem. With one half of our audience experiencing the 
Treatment of one test, another 50% randomly chosen to experience the Treatment of yet 
another test, etc., we quickly run out of users who have experienced none of our released 
changes. In fact, rolling out ten 50%/50% split tests results in less than 0.1% of our audi-
ence who has experienced no Treatment whatsoever.

Contamination

In which case, a positive Treatment impact of +1.0% on a given metric for one 
experiment could translate to an inflated impact of +0.12% on a variant of the other 
experiment. While this is possible in theory, in practice it is very unlikely -- even with many 
simultaneous experiments and a relatively small audience.

Our pipeline monitors for issues like this, analysing the scope of potential impact. If an 
experiment has a problem, it alerts the individual experiment manager. If the problems are 
widespread among multiple experiments, it alerts the core experimentation team.

HOLDBACK & VICTORY LAP

Instead, we can reserve a small user segment from the start, say 5% or 10%, that we 
would holdback to an initial version of our service -- before a series of winning experiment 
changes have been applied. The remaining 90% can  experience our new experiments, 
with even splits run as 45% / 45% of the overall population. Each of those splits would be 
different, but all would exclude the same holdback segment.

Finally, at the end of the test period where we wish to measure our collective improvement 
impact, say three months, we can compare the 10% held back segment against the 90% 
who now see our presumed best version of the service. That last, shorter test is often 
called the Victory Lap. We won’t use it to determine whether or not we should roll-out 
features that 90% of our users have grown to like over the past quarter. Rather, we use the 
test data to compare a kind of Control of no changes with the compounded impact of all 
corresponding rolled-out tests.

Things get a little confusing with more than one holdback, experiments that might overlap 
our holdback timing windows, and various dependencies. We’ve clarified a protocol to 
handle these that is not totally unlike scheduling release windows between codeline 
changes. We have been running a quarterly holdback pattern since January 1, 2020. At the 
time of printing, our next Victory Lap test for Q3 will start on October 1, 2020. We’ll com-
pare the result of that lap with the compounded impact of all Q3 roll-outs.

Holdback scheduletheir ideal cross-splits would be 25% / 25% / 25% / 25% for each of the four 
possible combinations, but

instead they might be split 24.7% / 25.3% / 24.7% / 25.3%.

https://github.com/bertilhatt/experimentation/blob/master/scripts/contamination_simulation.py
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What can we learn from comparing the metric improvements indicated by our Victory Lap 
with the sum of the expected impacts of our individual winning tests? What could make 
these values different?

We can anticipate three things:

As we learn more from our experience with Holdbacks and Victory Laps, we will be sure to 
post our findings on the F-Tech blog.

Victory lap interpretation

We can separate these influences by leveraging analytical tools that we have presented 
before:

Regression to the mean: Selected tests results, when re-tested, are often less 
compelling. This effect is even stronger with a less demanding experimentation design 
because more results were lucky rather than good. That would make the Victory Lap
impact a bit smaller than the sum of individual tests.

Estimating with simulations similar to A/A-tests and sensitivity analysis;

Combined experiences: Imagine if one test helps you find your perfect accessory, say, 
on mobile, while another test makes mobile payments more convenient. Each change is 
great individually. When they are combined, however, they may show a non-linear
improvement -- i.e., where 1 + 1 > 2. That would make the Victory Lap impact larger than 
the sum of individual tests.

Estimating by adding impact while taking test scope into account;

Retention bias over a quarter: Finally, if some changes improve retention, there will be 
more experienced users in the main segment than the holdback segment. Assuming that 
experienced users are more likely to engage, purchase, etc., that would also make the 
Victory Lap impact larger than the sum of individual tests.

Triggering our SRM detector, both overall and on customers seniority.

1

1

2

2

3

3

https://www.farfetchtechblog.com/
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A/B tests sound simple in practice, but they will fail in surprisingly creative ways. They 
compound the issues of multiple services, having human agents in the loop, and with 
interactions between all of them.

As other companies with sophisticated experimentation practices have published, the 
significant percentage of tests afflicted by a Sample Ratio Mismatch (SRM) shows how 
common experiment problems occur and how hard they can be to diagnose.

We recommend that you implement all of the monitoring practices described above. You will 
need to get there gradually, but you will discover important issues with each of these steps 
as you continually improve your experimentation practices.

LEARNINGS
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In this final chapter -- congratulations, you’ve made it this far! -- we conclude with several 
special topics from the perspective of a rapidly scaling digital luxury fashion platform.

ADVICE FROM A SERVICE-CENTERED 
OBSESSED LUXURY FASHION 

PLATFORM COMING OF AGE

One possible issue with a sequential process is changing results. This is more common for 
secondary metrics or categorical results where the impact can appear significantly positive 
before the test is over. But then, somewhat mysteriously, the impact trends more 
negatively after some time -- say, as though customer behaviour has changed.

By making it easy to include secondary goals and break-down dimensions to test results, 
we have multiplied the combination of secondary metrics available to stakeholders. This 
makes changing results appear more often. But theoretical statistical results don’t seem to 
anticipate that possibility: if a test proves that treatment is significantly better, that should 
be it, surely?

WHEN YOUR SEQUENTIAL TEST STALLS...
The mystery of changing results
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Independent and identically distributed? Not during sales!

Most academic papers on testing processes make two very discreet assumptions: 
observations are always assumed “i.i.d.”: independent and identically distributed. The three 
letters are easy to miss, but they might always be true.

For instance, independence isn’t perfectly true if you test per session and your change 
affects a single user across multiple sessions. Clearly these are not fully independent 
sessions.

However, the key behind changing results is the identical distribution assumption: i.e., is 
the impact of a given treatment the same for all observations? Not exactly. They routinely 
change over time.

In our case, it’s easy to see why. We often assume that our customers are fashion-conscious, 
know when new collections arrive and that they can tell their Óscar de la Renta from their 
Isabel Marant. For the most part, they are: customers gladly list their favourite designers 
in long lists, flock to our site seconds after a wedding dress has turned off the catwalk, and 
they spend weeks comparing the handbags saved in their wishlist.

Like all e-commerce businesses, these customers make up most of our business. However, 
also like all e-commerce businesses, most individual visitors are not habitual customers. 
Many are not logged-in, and those who are might not have bought something yet. Most 
weeks, these customers drive overall site behaviours because they still represent a 
majority of commercially relevant actions (e.g., adding to their shopping bag, wishlist, etc.). 
However, during sales, we see more traffic from new users -- and they buy more.

How each type of visitor reacts to our test treatments doesn‘t need to change for changing 
results to occur. If the relative proportions of our visitor types change significantly, the 
balance of our results can shift. Let’s not hide the obvious: customer behaviours and 
reactions “do” change during sales.

The appropriate reaction is to identify the differences between visitor types and suggest a 
personalised experience for each. We want to present more involved ways of interacting 
with our site to experienced, engaged users whereas new users could be overwhelmed with 
the same treatment.

This is one way that we try to make sure experimentation is not a rubber-stamp at the end of 
a painful feature-shipping process. Rather, experimentation should be a tool to help product 
designers imagine a solution as an integral part of the creative iteration.

In order for a test to be successful, we must ensure that the change we make matches the 
problem we are solving. We must also choose an objective metric that is aligned with both.

ALIGNING PROBLEM + CHANGE + GOAL

Farfetch has experienced meteoric growth. New ideas and new markets have become large 
business units overnight. It’s exciting, confusing, and even a little scary, but it makes 
everyone feel part of an incredible team.

The first area of investment when dealing with strong growth is data quality. If you cannot 
fully trust your data, everything else you build on top of it won’t matter. Relying on flawed 
data can be both deceptive and insidious. Dashboards will keep working long after they’ve 
stopped measuring what they should be measuring. Invest in both data engineers, to build 
tools for running a battery of controls and tests, and data analysts, to imagine what those 
tests should be.

Many issues appear when comparing a Treatment and Control that shouldn’t have different 
page load times, shouldn’t affect cancellation rates, or shouldn’t impact the page views per 
session. Yet how you measure page loads, how you count cancellations, or how you split 
sessions with well-defined metrics can reveal differences where they should not exist -- 
resulting in surprises on your impacts and outcomes.

There are two lesser-known aspects of growing so fast.

When growth meets an experimentation team 

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-second-ghost-of-experimentation-the-fallacy-of-session-based-metrics-fb65006d30ff
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Objectives change very fast. A small company survives by growing and a large one 
survives by generating profits. When everyone can fit in the same room, you know there is 
a problem because you can palpably sense it. But when you are a global company, you need 
reports and attention to details to identify where growth pains are the worst.

If you have few customers, growth comes from reaching out to new ones. When you have 
millions of customers, better growth often comes by exploring your customers who haven’t 
come back in a while.

The sustainability of the fashion industry matters as much now as ten years ago, but more 
people are aware of and care about it today. As Farfetch, we understand our impact better 
now, and as a result, we can better influence both customers and the supply chain.

Aligning around new objectives. The act of formally defining your objectives, discussing 
them, announcing them, and integrating them into new practices might not keep up with 
their rate of change. This activity is more challenging to account for a more complex 
service in a more complex organization.

Gathering requirements and prioritising data projects (e.g., collection, documentation, 
clarification, and communication) requires new skills if their impact is not immediately 
obvious. There are relevant stakeholders you don’t know who had more recently joined the 
company. Ideas important for you may be discussed without you present.

As an example of a new objective that emerges when becoming a larger, more mature, and 
better-informed software organisation, we now have a team that focuses on service 
performance: i.e., how fast pages load, APIs respond, and content renders. They rapidly 
agree on a key metric: Time To Interactive (TTI). However, the impact of improving it is not 
linear.

We can estimate the influence of TTI on business metrics. We have modelled its impact on 
conversion rates and we can estimate the business value of saving one-tenth of a second 
per user. Because the impact is not linear, a 0.2-second improvement is not simply double 
that of a 0.1-second improvement. Because this breaks some of the assumptions behind 
our existing models, we haven’t yet integrated that insight into our business impact 
calculator. If you are curious, please reach out to us in the future.

Experimentation works best with a clear strategy, clear actions, and clear goals. However, 
shifting objectives can lead to confusion over what matters, what workgroups care about, 
and what individual teams should do -- both the kind of changes they need to consider and 
how they should measure them. Proactively addressing this should be a priority to keep 
teams experimenting happily and productively.

Fashion is more than just buying. Our clients appreciate our gorgeous photos 
and travel videos, our detailed brand and product descriptions, the large 
editorial effort that we place on up-and-coming creators and new trends, and 
documenting our efforts to reduce the environmental footprint of fashion.

Introducing more editorial features, driving customers to that content, and 
matching our customer behaviours and interests are among the most 
insightful tests that we have run. If you exclusively purchase Gucci, do you 
want to know more about the new trailblazers from China? Maybe you are 
curious about Qeelin.

That said, improved editorial might not drive sales immediately. It will 
certainly increase visits per month, probably retention, but what about 
conversion per visit? If you increase customer visits without pestering them 
with a “Buy” button, that specific ratio will decline.

Knowing and expecting how various ratios interact helps us refine our test 
objectives. This requires a strategy that relies on clear metrics and 
categories, including the attribution and objective of a given visit.

Aligning metrics and their influence to each other might seem obvious, but it 
requires vigilance and an understanding of our processes well. For example, 
improving how easily customers can return deliveries might not raise 
customer satisfaction if we measure that customer satisfaction just after 
a sale. Detailed, well-informed metrics are the bloodstream of an impactful 
experimentation practice.

Editorial strategies

https://web.dev/interactive/
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Both of these unique aspects provide wonderful opportunities for Farfetch. However, they 
present a statistical challenge: we have hundreds of Private Clients, hundreds of brands, 
and hundreds of boutiques -- not millions.

For a statistician exploring quantitative approaches, having numbers in the millions 
guarantee sensitive tests. “Hundreds” of designers is an incredible fashion selection, but, 
for statistical tests, it is a relatively small number. We expected that A/B testing among 
these audiences would have poor sensitivity. And they did: for some test ideas, the minimal 
detectable effect (MDE) was a whopping 20% change on key, hard-to-influence metrics.

In addition, as those who have suggested split-tests on highly personal or 
emotionally-loaded topics know, the arbitrary assignment among test subjects can be 
poorly perceived and receive significant pushback. If a new treatment is viewed as highly 
preferable among test subjects who often converse professionally with each other, they 
may deem it wrong, unethical even, to exclude half from it. Even if they know we run tests 
to ultimately offer them a better experience.

Excellent relationships with our key partners and clients are essential. Hence we presumed 
that risking their trust might be unwelcome. In reality, our internal teams servicing these 
narrower, high-value audiences were actually quite eager to try A/B tests. These teams had 
clear questions with no obvious answers on how to organise the relationship, how to 
structure their contracts, or how to be more proactive.

We helped the respective data scientists of these teams to run sensitivity analyses. As 
expected, we concluded that treatments would need to produce large measurable impacts 
to be detected. This encouraged these teams to try bolder testing strategies than they 
would have attempted otherwise. In both cases, they had surprises -- meaning that they 
learned a lot from their attempts. Experimentation was the right approach.

A/B testing on small, precious samples can work. With the right framework, it can help you 
answer big, open questions.

As a business, Farfetch is unique in two ways.

First, we focus on high-end designers and luxury fashion. A large portion of our revenue 
comes from a small number of customers, our Private Clients. These are the Las Vegas 
High Rollers of the fashion world.

We extend a shockingly high level of service to them. They typically have a dedicated stylist 
to answer all their fashion needs. Legends about our Private Clients’ incredible demands 
-- and how our stylists, Fashion Concierge, and event senior executive have fulfilled them -- 
could fill a book, complete with the proper Hollywood treatment.

Second, we are not just an e-merchant. We are a platform business, connecting and 
offering solutions for all actors in the fashion industry: consumers, boutiques, brands, 
designers, curators, influencers, resellers, and even fashion-tech entrepreneurs. This 
strategy has continued to grow and evolve as evidenced by the 2019 acquisition of New 
Guards Group.

Some businesses are marketplaces with two sides or sometimes three. Farfetch has 
simply stopped counting sides as it continually evolves its platform design to serve the 
entire luxury ecosystem.

TESTING ON SMALLER SAMPLE SIZES

An unexpectedly welcome extension of our A/B testing

A discovered benefit of performing an initial sensitivity analysis

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2019/11/07/changing-the-culture-of-economics-the-2019-nobel-laureates/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2019/11/07/changing-the-culture-of-economics-the-2019-nobel-laureates/
https://aboutfarfetch.com/about/fashion-concierge/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-sided_market
https://www.quora.com/What-are-examples-of-three-sided-marketplaces
https://platformdesigntoolkit.com/
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Our team has read a lot of literature on experimentation and split-testing. We found a 
goldmine of insights online, and we have applied a great deal of them.

Yet even with all of that, we still experienced many challenges. Some were specific to our 
unique context. Some required imagination and developing new approaches when the 
inspiration met reality. Other companies might apply the same techniques. But without 
spending the time to think through the implications and applying them in context, you would 
not know all the work that goes on behind the drafting and copy-editing of a shared blog 
post.

It’s up to your experimentation team to discuss with stakeholders about their fears, to 
parse through the theory behind tests, and to conceive appropriate solutions for each case. 
Maybe your goal is the opposite of another company’s and your approach should reflect the 
opposite of their take. Maybe a clustering solution developed for bike messengers 
travelling around town could work for VIP customers travelling around the world.

Stay curious about how experiments work and make sure you test all your assumptions. 
This includes your own assumptions about experimentation.

LEARNINGS
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Because an experimentation culture is in a continuous process of discovery, this ebook 
effectively has no natural ending. If you are impressively dogged enough to have read it this 
far, we’re convinced it must feel that way by now!

Consider this new artefact a snapshot of how far we’ve come as a collective community of 
practice. Special thanks to the 30 different product and service teams experimenting at 
Farfetch -- from customer-facing to back-office, from Porto to London to Shanghai to São 
Paulo to Lisbon. They have each made experimentation a practice of their own while sharing 
their learnings far and wide, elevating the entire community.

CONCLUSION




